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Introduction
OSDP (Open Supervised Device Protocol) is an industry standard reader protocol. Protege GX and Protege WX
controllers and reader expanders support OSDP readers on their RS-485 reader ports, allowing you to extend your
system with readers from a number of manufacturers. Unlike older standards such as Wiegand, OSDP supports
encrypted communications between the reader and the expander module, known as Secure Channel
communication.

OSDP readers function in a similar way to ICT readers using RS-485, but require some additional configuration.
This document outlines the prerequisites and supported functionality for OSDP readers in the Protege system, and
the programming steps required.

ICT tSec Multi-Technology Card Readers also support OSDP and Secure Channel communication, and can be
configured for OSDP operation with a Protege system. All Protege system prerequisites and programming are as
documented here, the same as required for third-party readers. For tSec Reader information and programming,
see Application Note 321: Configuring tSec Multi-Technology Card Readers for OSDP Communication.

Prerequisites
The following prerequisites are required to connect OSDP readers to a Protege GX or Protege WX system.

Protege Hardware and Firmware
OSDP readers are supported on the reader ports of the following modules. This document assumes that these
modules are connected, programmed and online with the Protege system.

Product Code Firmware Version Notes

Protege GX Controllers

PRT-CTRL-DIN 2.08.1140 or higher The minimum firmware version is required even if OSDP readers
are not connected to the onboard reader ports.PRT-CTRL-DIN-1D 2.08.1140 or higher

Protege WX Controllers

PRT-WX-DIN 4.00.591 or higher The minimum firmware version is required even if OSDP readers
are not connected to the onboard reader expander.PRT-WX-DIN-1D 4.00.591 or higher

Reader Expanders

PRT-RDM2-DIN-485 1.12.584 or higher

PRT-HRDM-DIN 1.12.584 or higher

Licenses

License Order Code Quantity

ICT RS-485 Smart Reader License N/A 1 license per OSDP reader

Protege GX Door License

PRT-GX-DOR-1

1 license per door recordPRT-GX-DOR-10

PRT-GX-DOR-50

No licenses are required for connecting OSDP readers to Protege WX. However, Advanced Mode must be
enabled on your controller.
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Supported Functionality
The ICT implementation of OSDP conforms to a subset of the OSDP V2.1.5 standard specification.

Protege hardware supports a maximum of two OSDP readers connected to each reader port.

Feature Supported Note

Communications

Secure Channel
communications

Supports 128 bit AES encryption. For more information, see Configuring
Secure Channel Communication (page 9).

Offline operation

Input Functions

Wiegand card read
(OSDP_RAW)

Card reads must send the rawWiegand bit stream to be decoded by the
ICT controller. Card and site codes decoded by the OSDP reader itself are
not supported.

Keypad entry
(OSDP_KPD)

Numeric key presses are processed after the hash (#) key is pressed (i.e.
the hash key is treated as an Enter key). Pressing the star (*) key cancels
the numeric entry (i.e. the star key is treated as a Cancel key).

Tamper
(OSDP_LSTATR)

Only supported on OSDP readers connected to controllers.

Biometric read

Digital input

Output Functions

Buzzer control
(OSDP_BUZZ)

LED control
(OSDP_LED)

Output control

Text display

Date/Time display
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Connecting OSDP Readers
When connecting OSDP readers to Protege controllers or reader expanders:

⦁ The GPIO1 line should be wired to the reader port's D0/NA connection.

⦁ The GPIO2 line should be wired to the readers port’s D1/NB connection.

Below is an extract of the HID documentation covering wiring on HID readers.
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Programming OSDP Readers
The Protege module that the OSDP reader is connected to must be configured for communication with the reader.
In particular, the relevant reader port must be set to operate in ICT RS-485 mode, and specific commands must be
entered to enable OSDP protocol operation.

The following sections outline the steps required to configure Protege controllers and reader expanders to
communicate with OSDP readers.

Configuring the Controller's Onboard Reader Expander
To connect OSDP readers to the controller, first you must configure the controller's onboard reader expander in
Protege GX.

This section is only required for Protege GX installations where OSDP readers are connected to the controller's
onboard reader ports. In Protege WX the onboard reader expander always has an address of 1.

1. In Protege GX, navigate to Sites | Controllers and select the controller with OSDP readers connected.

2. In the Configuration tab, set the following:
- Register as Reader Expander: The address of a reader expander that will represent the controller's

onboard reader expander.

- Onboard Reader Lock Outputs: Controller Relay 3/4 outputs

3. Click Save.

4. If necessary, navigate to Expanders | Reader Expanders and create a new reader expander record with a
Physical Addressmatching the Register as Reader Expander address set above.

Configuring Reader Expander Ports
Each reader port which has OSDP readers connected must be configured to allow OSDP operation.

1. Navigate to Expanders | Reader Expanders and select each reader expander which will use OSDP readers
(including the onboard reader expander).

2. If there are OSDP readers connected to Port 1, in the General tab set the Port 1 Network Type to OSDP.

Note: The OSDP selection is not available in earlier versions of the user interface.

If you do not see the OSDP option, complete the following configuration:

- Set the Port 1 Network Type to ICT RS485.
- Expand the Commands field and enter the following commands:

PortOne = 1
OSDPBaudP1 = X

X is the baud rate of the connected OSDP readers. Supported baud rates are 9600 (default), 19200 and
38400.

3. If there are OSDP readers connected to Port 2, in the General tab set the Port 2 Network Type to OSDP.

Note: The OSDP selection is not available in earlier versions of the user interface.

If you do not see the OSDP option, complete the following configuration:

- set the Port 2 Network Type to ICT RS485.
- Expand the Commands field and enter the following commands:

PortTwo = 1
OSDPBaudP2 = X
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X is the baud rate of the connected OSDP readers. Supported baud rates are 9600 (default), 19200 and
38400.

4. Click Save.

5. In Protege GX: Wait for the configuration changes to be downloaded to the controller, then right click on the
reader expander record and click Update Module.
In Protege WX: Click Restart in the toolbar to update the module.

Adding Smart Reader Records
You must program one smart reader record for each OSDP reader connected to the system.

Even if two OSDP readers are connected to the same reader port to provide entry/exit from a single door, two
smart reader records are required.

1. Navigate to Expanders | Smart Readers.

2. Click Add to create a new smart reader record. Enter a relevant Name to represent this OSDP reader.

3. Set the Expander Address to the Physical Address of the reader expander that this OSDP reader is connected
to.

4. Select the Expander Port that the OSDP reader is wired to.

5. Select the Configured Address for the OSDP reader. This is the OSDP address of the reader + 1.

6. In the Reader tab, select the Reader Formatwhich will be used by the OSDP reader.

7. Set the Reader Location to Entry or Exit.

8. Select the Door that this OSDP reader will control.

9. Click Save.
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Additional Programming
This section includes some additional configuration which may be required for your site.

Configuring Secure Channel Communication
Secure channel is the two-way encryption and authentication scheme used by OSDP V2 compliant devices to
protect communication between controllers and readers, by requiring them to establish a secure session.

It is recommended that you validate that the readers are working with unencrypted communications before
configuring secure channel.

Configuring Secure Channel in Protege GX / Protege WX

Before you begin, you will need to generate 128 bit encryption keys for use with your OSDP readers.

OpenSSL is a useful tool for generating encryption keys.

To enable secure channel encryption, navigate to Expanders | Reader Expanders and select each required reader
expander. In the Commands field, enter the following commands:

Port1SessionKey = X
Port2SessionKey = Y

Where X and Y are the AES encryption keys to be used by the readers on ports 1 and 2 respectively.

Configuring OSDP Readers for Secure Channel Communication

Before secure channel communication can be established with an OSDP reader, the HID OSDP readers need to
have the Install Mode configuration enabled using the HID Reader Management App.

For instructions on how to configure the HID OSDP readers for secure channel communication, refer to the HID
Reader Manager Solution User Guide. Page 26 specifically refers to the setup of OSDP Mode and Install Mode.

Note: For reliable use of the HID Reader Management App, ensure that the readers are not communicating via
OSDP when you configure them with the app.

Programming the Reader Tamper Switch
When OSDP readers with tamper switches are connected to the controller's onboard reader expander, it is
possible to monitor the status of the tamper switch via a trouble input.

tSec Readers do not have a tamper switch, so will always report the tamper as closed in OSDP configurations.

To program the trouble input, complete the following for each reader connected to a controller:

1. Navigate to Programming | Trouble Inputs and select the controller to be configured.

2. Click Add to create a new trouble input and give it a relevant name, such as CTRL1 DR1 OSDP Tamper Switch.

3. Set theModule Type to Door (DR).

4. For theModule Address, select the door associated with the controller's onboard reader expander.

5. Set theModule Input to 3.

6. To allow reporting of this trouble input, open the Areas and Input Types tab and program the trouble input
into a system area with the required input type (such as Trouble Silent).

7. Click Save.
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Configuring LED Colors
The default LED colors for readers are blue (off) and green (on). L1 and L2 LED color settings can be configured for
OSDP readers if different colors are required. To set the LED color, the configuration command needs to be added
to the programming of the LED output.

1. Navigate to Programming | Outputs and select the LED output record. The following outputs can be
configured:

- Output 3 (Green LED Port 1)

- Output 4 (Red LED Port 1)

- Output 6 (Green LED Port 2)

- Output 7 (Red LED Port 2)

2. Add the command LEDColour = X to the output's Commands field, where X corresponds to the
appropriate color code from the table below:

Number (X) Color

1 Red

2 Amber

6 Green

12 Blue

14 Purple

3. Click Save.

Custom LED colors may not function correctly when enhanced reader outputs are enabled and activated on the
reader port. This is a known issue. This operation has not yet been validated with area status display functionality,
function codes and 'LED follows lock' functionality (i.e. when the door's lock output is not the default reader port
lock output) handled by the controller.
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Notes and Limitations

Reader Outputs
The reader's buzzer is controlled automatically by the access granted or denied functions, or can be controlled
manually by activating Output 5 (reader port 1) or Output 8 (reader port 2) of the associated reader expander.

The reader's LEDs are controlled automatically by the LED follows lock function. The green LED can be controlled
manually by activating Output 3 (reader port 1) or Output 6 (reader port 2) of the associated reader expander. The
default color is blue and the LED will change to green when activated. These colors can be configured using output
commands (see previous page).

Reader Tamper Behavior
The Reader Tamper trouble inputs for OSDP readers operate based on the number of smart readers programmed
for that port. If the number of readers detected by the reader expander is less than the number or smart readers
programmed, the trouble input will be opened. This is trouble input 12 for reader port 1 and trouble input 13 for
reader port 2.

In addition, when OSDP readers are connected to the controller's onboard reader expander, if the OSDP reader
has a tamper switch it can be monitored by a trouble input (see page 9). The power status of the reader is not
mapped to a trouble input.

While reader tamper switch input is not supported when connected to a reader expander, OSDP reader sabotage
is monitored through the module network intelligent reader tamper detection functionality.
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LED Color Limitations
OSDP reader LEDs are limited to displaying red, amber, green, blue or purple colors only. Any other colors
configured for display on ICT readers will be converted as per the table below. This affects features such as
function codes, dual credential pending LEDs and area status LEDs.

ICT Configured LED Color OSDP Reader LED Display

Red
Red

Crimson

Amber

AmberOrange

Yellow

Green

Green
Mint

Turquoise

Lime

Blue

Blue
Skyblue

Cobalt

Cyan

Purple

PurpleViolet

Magenta

Known Issues
As of the most recent firmware version, the Protege implementation of OSDP has the following known issues:

⦁ The following options are hidden for smart readers connected via an RS-485 reader port, but can be
configured by temporarily switching the Expander Port to ethernet:
- Keypad to Use for PINs
- Reader Arming Mode (Arm Area on 2 Reads option only)

⦁ The following options are not functional with OSDP readers:

- Reader Arming Mode (all options except for Arm Area on 2 Reads)

- Allow Reading Open/Unlocked
- Arm User Area

⦁ The Disable Green LED Processing option does not function for OSDP or RS-485 readers.
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